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Evaluation of mechanical properties of crushed stone for quality control of high strength concrete
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Evaluation of cracking potential of high-strength concrete induced by autogeneous shrinkage under the
quasi-complete restraint condition
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Effect of strength development of high-strength concrete using different sorts of cements on elastic
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Applicability of water-retentive polymer to rooftop-planting porous concrete
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Application of computational fluid technique with high accuracy and conservation property to the wind
resistant problems of buildings and Structures Part 5 effect of thermal stratification on wake flow
and pressure distribution
Tsuyoshi NOZU and Tetsuro TAMURA

Characteristics of wind pressure and force on roof tiles with lift
Wind forces on roof tiles in full-scale
measurements part 2
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Simulation of internal pressures in low-rise buildings induced by wind
Hiroshi UEDA, Kenji HISHI and Hironori KIKUCHI

A study on a generation of simulated earthquake ground motion considering phase difference characteristics
Part 6 generation method of simulated earthquake ground motion in terms of love waves
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Local parameter estimation of frequency-dependent model using absolute acceleration record
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Numerical analysis of stability boundary on elastic structures under combined loads by a perturbation
method
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Non-linear behavior analysis of rc frame structure considering shear deformation of joint
Takesuke SAIJO, Takeshi KOSHIKAWA, Masaki UEDA and Masaru KIKUCHI

A study on application of nonlinear causal hysteretic damping model to multi-scale system soil model
Nonlinear ground response analysis considering both frequency dependency and strain amplitude (part 2)
Naohiro NAKAMURA

Analytical method for tapered pile under lateral load
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New estimation method on stiffness and strength of single-shear screw joints with structural panels
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Proposal of analytical models of wooden dowel shear joint
Single shear joint with slender-type round dowel
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Traditional wooden buildings of chinese cong race
Part 1 "muli" construction system of drum tower
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Structural design method with wall-length ratio evaluation for precast reinforced concrete wall panel
houses based on crls
Junji OSAKI, Hiroshi KURAMOTO and Takamori KAWAMOTO

Verification of shear transfer mechanism based on contact theory
Study on shear transfer mechanism on
concrete crack surface part 1
Yuya KAKASE, Toshinaga WADA and Masaki UEDA

Discussion on meaning of regulations and their rationalization of seismic code for reinforced concrete
buildings
Hashihiro HIRAISHI, Eiji INAI and Toku FUKUSHIMA

Frictional rotation resistance of steel cone-to-cylinder socket connections
Study on steel cone-to-cylinder
socket connections part 2
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Discussion on "development of analytical and experimental systems for blast demolition of framed structures"
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